CELEBRATE RESISTANCE WITH US THIS MAY DAY

MAY DAY is a chance to celebrate working class solidarity against the bosses and resistance to oppression.

Socialist Worker is proud to stand on the side of everyone who fights back.

We fight for migrants’ rights, defend Muslim’s women’s right to wear whatever they want—and unequivocally call to open the border and let all of the refugees in.

Whenever workers strike, we’ll be there to report their struggle.

And we’ve reported from the Calais refugee camp and the resistance to Donald Trump’s sexist, racist attacks.

Adverts

Every year on May Day we produce a special supplement of adverts from our readers in workplaces, colleges and universities and in the trade unions and campaigns.

Here’s how we covered some of the big stories of the past year.

GRENFELL FIRE

‘NO JUSTICE, NO PEACE’

WE GAVE over the whole of our paper to reporting on the murder at Grenfell Tower last June.

We interviewed survivors and residents, reported on the angry protests and pinned the blame squarely on the Tories.

“The fire at Grenfell Tower sums up everything that is wrong in Britain,” we wrote. “It’s the bitter results of austerity—and class.”

We continue to cover the fight for survivors and residents’ fight for justice in the face of the Tories’ contempt for them.

CORBYNISM

‘MILLIONS WANT REAL CHANGE’

SOCIALIST WORKER called for a vote for Jeremy Corbyn at the general election.

And we pushed from the beginning for the mass rallies and campaigning that was so important to Corbyn’s success. We’ve celebrated every advance for the left.

But we also looked at the obstacles the rich will throw in the path of change—and how we can build a movement to overcome them.

UNIONS

‘STRIKES CAN SMASH PAY CAP’

AT SOCIALIST WORKER we believe that workers people have the power to change the world.

That’s why we’re at every strike and protest and raise solidarity.

Some of our coverage has included weekly reports of how Royal Mail workers smashed the Tories’ strike ballot thresholds, the Barts cleaners’ fight against Serco in east London and the fight over the pay cap.
How do we order our May Day advert?

Choice of prices and sizes of adverts

Please tick one you want

☐ 1 column £30
☐ 2 column £55
☐ 3 column £95
(all prices include VAT)

You can post a cheque, cash, or ring us with your card details

Please email or post back to us

- A copy of your union or campaign's logo or usual letter heading
- Your May Day message (small images can also be used on three column ads)
- A cheque made out to SHERBORNE PUBLICATIONS for the size of box you're buying

Please return to the above address no later than Tuesday 10 April

Make cheques payable to SHERBORNE PUBLICATIONS LTD